We solved ragging problems for Lake Worth.

FLORIDA

PROBLEMS PRE-DERAGGER
- Pump clogged around once every day.
- Caused building to vibrate, a potentially hazardous situation.
- Diverted operator time into unblocking the pumps.
- Risk to employees lifting pumps & being exposed to waste, sharps etc.

SOLUTION
- DERAGGER™ installed June 2014.
- Real Time Pump Protection™ used to detect rags before they form rag balls.

NO PUMP RAGGING FOR:
Over 3 years

CURRENT REDUCTION:
425amps before DERAGGER™ down to 410amps after.

“It is working great for us and we have not had any ragging issues on that pump since it was installed...”
David Laperna, Lift Station Supervisor, City of Lake Worth

Ragging data from source, current data take over 2 week period.